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What is Financial Planning ?
 There are a variety of financial
planning approaches as shown in
these pictures:

What is Financial Planning ?
 But, at least, the financial planning needs to have the following steps:

 Assessing one's current financial situation;
 Identifying and setting financial goals;
 Identifying and evaluating relevant investment alternatives;
 Formulating and implementing the financial action plan;
 Reviewing and revising the plan in light of the performance.

What is Islamic Financial Planning ?




Islamic Financial Planning (IFP) essentially is like
a conventional financial planning, but it will
need to take into consideration Islam as a belief
system for Muslims;
So, it will need to take into consideration not
only the success in this world, but also the
success in the Hereafter;


The Prophet stated;

“A Muslim should prepare himself for the next world as if he is going to die
tomorrow, but at the same time work hard to improve all his worldly
comforts as if he is going to live forever”
(narrated by Al-Dailani)

What is Islamic Financial Planning ?
In Islam, there is a need to create a
balance between spiritual and material
needs;



Here, it is important for Muslims to plan
and put serious efforts to achieve that
plan, then, we leave it to Allah as
“tawakal”;



Making financial planning is important
because we want to be sure that we do
not leave debt exceeding our assets, and
we want our next generation to live a
good life.



What is Islamic Financial Planning ?
 In Islam, Muslims are discouraged to be in debt, especially for the

consumptive purposes;
 Muslims are not discouraged to acquire wealth, but we should not violate
the principles of Islam (Sharia’h) in obtaining and spending it;
 A Muslim should maintain balance in acquiring and using wealth, not to
be extravagant, but not to be miserliness;
 Thus, financial planning is basically an instrument in managing our wealth;
 In view of the above, financial planning does not only apply to the rich or
those having very high income, but to the all.

Types of Financial Planning
Investment Planning:
 Know your risk appetite: whether you are
a risk taker person or risk averse;

Plan where do you want to put your
money: equities, sukuk, or mutual funds;
Now, there is also an option to invest in
gold.

Types of Financial Planning
 Shariah-compliant equities
When investing in a company, there are two basic
screening processes that need to be applied prior to
determining whether or not a stock should be
allowed to be part of Sharia’a-compliant investment
universe.
Stage 1 is often referred to as the ‘Industry Screen’ or ‘Business Activity Screen’. The industry screen excludes
non-Shariah compliant business activities such as conventional banking & insurance, alcohol related, pork
related, gambling, adult entertainment, and weapons.
Stage 2 - The Financial Screen - The company needs to be compliant with the financial ratios prescribed by its
Sharia’a board. The generally accepted financial ratios are as follows (AAOIFI Sharia’a standard 21) :




Conventional debt/Total market capitalisation < 30 %;
(Cash + Interest-bearing deposits)/Total market capitalisation < 30 %;
(Total interest + income from non-compliant activities)/Revenue < 5%.

Types of Financial Planning
 Shariah-compliant equities

Sumber: https://nomorsatukaltim.com

Sumber: https://sharia.most.co.id

Types of Financial Planning
 Sukuk
 Shariah-compliant capital
market instrument i.e. bond;
 Interest-free;
 Asset-backed/Investment based
securities;
 Different concepts underlying
the bond contracts, which are in
line with Shariah law.
Sumber: https://www.pengadaan.web.id

Types of Financial Planning
 Sukuk

Sumber: DJPPR Kemenkeu, diolah Bareksa

Types of Financial Planning
 Shariah-compliant Mutual Funds
 It has to go through the same screening process like Shariah-compliant equities;
 Diversification = Reduce Risk;
 Managed on our behalf by professionals of investment industry.

Sumber: OJK diambil dari bareksa.com

Sumber: mandirisyariah.co.id

Types of Financial Planning
Retirement planning is not
common in the Muslim world.
However, awareness about, and
interest in, such planning is
growing.

Types of Financial Planning

Types of Financial Planning
 Risk Management considers that life and risk are

inseparable. Part of risk management includes having
adequate coverage against insurable risk. Insurance
used to be shunned by Islamic orthodoxy, is viewed
with skepticism. However, in the new era of Islamic
finance, takaful (Islamic insurance) has emerged as
the Shari’a-compliant alternative to conventional
insurance.

 Takaful in its essence is a mutual protection or
coverage organized by a group.
 Takaful is one of the niche areas of Islamic finance and
is growing in parallel to Islamic banking and other
financial services.
 Takaful covers protections for those risks covered by
conventional insurance that include among others
health, family, vehicle, fire, etc.

Types of Financial Planning
Estate planning is particularly important in
Islam. The Qur’an (4/an-Nisa/11-12, 176)
specifically mandates certain rules regarding
inheritances and certain discretionary aspects
regarding a deceased person’s estate.
Islamic estate planning involves detailed
planning to meet the requirements of Shari’a.
Specific goals can be achieved through among
others faraid, Islamic wills (wasiya), and hibah.

Types of Financial Planning
• Faraid - Distribution of estate after one’s death according to the Quran.
Guidelines of estate distribution can be referred in verses 12 and 176 surah
An-Nisa.
• Wasiyah - basically means giving a gift to others in term of wealth, debt
and beneficence of one’s property after his death. However, not for legal
heirs & allowable at maximum of 1/3 of total assets.
• Hibah - Giving one’s wealth to others without the expectation of any
replacement or exchange with the transferring effect on the ownership
during lifetime or executed upon death. Applicable either to family
members (legal heirs) or members who are not entitled to inheritance.

Pillars of Financial Planning
Wealth Accumulation;
Wealth Protection & Risk Management;
Wealth Distribution & Estate Management;
and Wealth Purification.

Pillars of Financial Planning
 Wealth management can be part of Islamic financial planning. There are at least
four components in the wealth management. These are: Wealth Accumulation,
Wealth Protection & Risk Management, Wealth Distribution & Estate
Management, and Wealth Purification. These four components can also be
considered as pillars of Islamic financial planning.
Wealth accumulation is the process by which individuals commit savings for
growth potential before retirement. Wealth accumulation is essentially a function
of a person’s income, savings, and investment. Since Islam emphasizes the real
economy, such investment should preferably be in productive business
enterprises.
A broad range of shari’a-compliant savings and investment services is available
for wealth accumulation purposes. While Islamic banks offer most of the
traditional services, Islamic money and capital markets also provide shari’acompliant avenues for savings and investments.

Pillars of Financial Planning
Wealth Accumulation = Islamic
Perspective
 Islam does not favour excessive
spending;
 Nor does it favour hoarding of
money;
 Therefore we need to find the right
balance : Spend, Donate,
Invest/Save.

Pillars of Financial Planning
 Why Should I Invest/Save ?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic Needs
Education & Health
Financial Independence
Peace of mind
Marriage
Qurban
Aid for others
Charities
Pilgrimage
Umrah

Pillars of Financial Planning
Since wealth must also cater for an investor’s dependents, planned wealth management should
include wealth protection and risk management to ensure the security of the investor’s family.
Sound financial planning must frame the foundation of wealth protection to help minimize the
impact of uncontrollable events while the investor pursues specific financial goals.
Risk management as part of a shari’a-compliant financial plan can help with the following:

Purpose
Provision for family in the event of death
Provision for oneself and the family in the event of disability
Provision for children’s education
Provision for long-term care, especially in societies without good
public healthcare
Protection of the retirement plan from a savings deficit
Prevention of estate erosion or impairment due to unanticipated
events or expenses

Risk Management Options
Takaful to cover life
Takaful to cover disability
Customized savings/investments
Through takaful to cover such care
Investment-linked takaful
Takaful to cover home and assets

Pillars of Financial Planning
An important part of a robust wealth management program is a wealth
distribution and estate management plan. Islam has specific guidelines for
distributions within the framework of inheritance.
Anything within the estate not distributed and transferred during a person’s
lifetime is subject to strict rules of inheritance (faraid). Where local laws might be
given priority over the inheritance laws of Islam, or where the Islamic law of
inheritance is not recognized, estate planning and management are critical.
One of the most neglected areas in estate management is the Islamic institution
of waqf (endowment). Throughout history, waqf as an institution has played a
major role in channeling wealth and estate toward important causes. Wealthy
Muslim families have set up awqaf (plural of waqf) to better utilize their wealth
in accordance with Islamic guidance.

Pillars of Financial Planning
A will (wasiah), gift (hiba), endowment (waqf), or trust are among a number
of alternatives through which wealth can be distributed and estates can be
managed in a shari’a-compliant fashion.
Islam views human beings not as owners of worldly possessions, but as
custodians of God’s endowments. That’s why the manner in which wealth is
acquired and spent is part of man's accountability to God.
In this context there are three aspects of wealth purification:
• Zakat
• Sadaqah
• Purification of non-shari’a income

Pillars of Financial Planning
Zakat
Even when they earn and accumulate wealth legitimately and in compliance with
shari’a, Muslims are to remember the blessings conferred by God. Muslims must
recognize that God has specified a share in one’s wealth for others, especially the
unfortunate and deprived.
This obligation on a person’s wealth is known as zakat, which literally means
"purification." Zakat is one of the five pillars of Islamic worship. Its purpose is to
make believers aware that wealth is never legitimate before God, without concern
and awareness of the rights and needs of others.
There are also macroeconomic implications of zakat. During the time of the
Prophet Muhammad, zakat was collected by the state as a public duty. Thus, zakat
can be a major resource base, if nationally pooled and utilized for planned,
broader development.

 Zakat

Pillars of Financial Planning
ZAKAT

ZAKAT FITRAH

ZAKAT ON WEALTH

 Depends on the amount of wealth that you have
and how long you had it for;
 Your wealth has to reached it’s nisab (the
minimum amount upon which Zakat is payable)
and reached it’s haul (one lunar year).

Pillars of Financial Planning
 The Essence of Zakat
• Affects three areas:
 Morale;
 Economy;
 Social Surroundings.
• Protection for the Hereafter;
• Wealth is a trust from God;
• “The More You Give, The More You Receive,
InshaAllah (if not here, it is in the Hereafter for
sure).”

Pillars of Financial Planning
 ZAKAT IN THE QURAN
• 30 places in the Quran stressing the
importance of Zakat
• “… And Allah said: “I am with you if
you perform Prayer and give Zakat
and believe in My Messengers: honour
and assist them, and lend a good loan
to Allah, verily, I will expiate your
sins and admit you to Gardens under
which rivers flow (in Paradise). But if
any of you after this, disbelieved, he
has indeed gone astray from the
Straight Path.”” (Al-Maidah: 12)

Pillars of Financial Planning
Sadaqah
Although sadaqah (charity) is not required by Islamic law, believers are to
utilize their wealth to seek God’s pleasure and serve humanity. In this
regard, the Qur’an exhorts believers to enjoy a healthy standard of living
as a bounty from God but not be extravagant or wasteful and not utilize
what is surplus to one’s needs.
Indeed, hoarding or excessive accumulation of wealth (al-kanz) that is not
properly and systematically shared with those who are needy and left
behind is contrary to the guidance of the Qur’an and the legacy of the
Prophet Muhammad.

Pillars of Financial Planning
Since charity is absolutely voluntary, the initiative has to be taken by those who have wealth.
 Spending on those in need however is a highly commendable form of ibada or worship. The Prophet
declared:
“A generous person is close to Allah, close to Paradise, close to people, and far from Hell. However, a
miserly person is far from Allah, far from Paradise, far from people, but close to Hell. Allah loves more
an ignorant man who is generous than a worshipper who is miserly. (Narrated by At Tarmizi)”
Sadaqa (almsgiving) and Infaq (spending in the service of God) are voluntary whereas Zakat is
obligatory.

Pillars of Financial Planning
 Purification of Non-Shari’a Income
Islamic finance functions in a constrained environment where it has to be competitive with its
conventional counterpart, while the broader financial and economic system is still largely
conventional. In such a constrained environment, religious scholars and experts serving the
industry have relaxed certain restrictive provisions for the sake of the viability of the industry.
For example, since many Muslim-majority countries do not provide adequate opportunities for
investment, major equity markets around the world have instead been important for the growth
of shari’a-compliant investment. However, most companies have debt as part of their capital
structure and thus they often also earn return from debt-based activities.

Pillars of Financial Planning
Whenever income is received from non-shari’a compliant activities, shari’a standards (for
example, AAOIFI Standard 21) require that the overall transactions or activities are purified by
segregating such non-compliant income and donating it to shari’a-compliant charities.
According to AAOIFI Standard 21: “it is not permitted to utilize the prohibited component in any
way whatsoever nor is any legal fiction to be created to do so even if this is through the payment
of taxes.”
Specialized institutional services now help Islamic financial institutions manage their purification
tasks. One such institution is Ideal Ratings based in San Francisco. It offers "accurate purification
reports" for any time period, which "reduces the purification impact on performance, eliminates
human error, and improves efficiency."

Conclusion: Why Islamic Financial Planning is
important also for students & fresh graduate ?
It helps them in managing income and expenditures;
 To always live within one’s means;
 To save and invest money in Islamic financial instruments;
 To be aware of risk and how to deal with them in a Shari’ah compliant way;
 To help their parents in preserving, growing, and protecting their wealth;
 To help the family in term of estate planning;
 To set goals and develop action plan to achieve those goals;
 To build a system of measuring progress and conducting evaluation.
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